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OF CURRENT mftQTEZAL S'EATIS'HrCS IN AFRICA

1* Ihis paper is intended to provide brief comments on- some of the

methodological problems' encountered in the development1 of, systems of

current industrial statistics? with particular reference to the condi

tions, ■'encountered in African countries. :An':attempt has been made to

emphasise .practical-methods rather than theoretical objectives, but

the- guiding principles -which should be observed" in the collection,

tabulation.and publication of a satisfactory body of• current data are

also stressed.- ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ " ,

(a) General Review of Progress

2. Economic planners need reliable facts which can guide them- in the

selection'and promotion of industries that promise to be of optimum

value to' their country's welfare,-, and in the avoidance of industries. .

which areapt to become a liability in the national balance "$lieet.

Industrial statistics are of particular importance in providing such

guidance in African countries, because their industrial sectors have

greater potential for rapid development than in many other parts of

the world. The existence of a comprehensive, timely and reliable body

of current industrial statistics can, therefore, become a national

asset of substantial value.

3. Unfortunately, the inadequacy of current industrial statistics

in many African countries has been one of the great handicaps facing

economists, industrialists, investors, educators, and other data—users.

Hiis is not to say that there are no statistics| on the contrary, many

countries supply a large number of figures, sometimes with excessive

detail. It has, however, been difficult to incorporate much-of these

data in reliable economic analyses because of inconsistencies, in

accuracies, lack of consistent .definitions and concepts, lack of

international comparability,. and incomplete coverage of the sectors. ...

ostensibly being surveyed,

4- These problems were recognized in the two previous meetings pf

experts on industrial statistics, held in Addis Ababa in 1962 and I966.

In the 1966 meeting it was recommended that the following steps be

taken to improve the status of African industrial statistics:

(i) Increased integration and co-ordination of statistical
systems, and development by the United Nations of more pre

cise and detailed proposals for such systems, The latter

point is discussed below under agenda point (&), Standardization
of Reporting.. ^ - ...

(ii) Study by African statistical offices of the international,
recommendations for current surveys, and the development

of proposals for modifications of them to conform to African

conditions more closely.
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(iii) Development by the United Nations of a more detailed standard
list-of industrial commodities. This' work has been done ■

and the results will be discussed under agenda, point 5,"' ,

Recommendations for the 1973: World Programme of Industrial.
■"■■ ■ * Statistics. " ■.".-■ . "■

,: r (iv) Planning' for a. oontinui^ soriop- of meetings of industrial-
-/_ - statistics, experts tb seek solutions to current and future

;., , :; ■ problems:... !Die.present .meeting is, the third in'such;,a.-'serles

_-v_-_, -and it is: hoped not only to continue the series but to set

. . : up a mechanism for; the exchange of .information on progress

between meetings, perhaps on ah annual basis,.,. . ; ■■ :;.;:

5« It the time of writing this paper,.no general.review of the sub
sequent progress of particular'countries in implementing these■recom

mendations has been possible. The brief reports on progress which
have, been prepared by. participants,. and which the secretariat expects
to receive "by 1, December 1969 should provide a basis for summarizing
recent progress. Such a summary will be presented^at the meeting
in.the discussion of.this point in^the agendao
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Introduction of Integrated Systems

6, .. An -integrated.industrial statistics-system^s simply a co-ordinated
group of surveys of the industrial sector (mining, manufacturing,
electricity,, gas" and water). Taken together, these .surveys constitute
the apparatus for recording and presenting data on all aspects' of
industrial activity. 2he principal features defining an integrated
.system as distinguished'from a series'of independent surveys are; . ... '

.. (i) The same coding schemes, and the same basic definitions.
... .. are .employed in all surveys. Perhaps.most important is -

consistency in the classification of' establishments and
...- , enterprises,, which is greatly facilitated by the use of a

- - ■-. central'register, or directory. 1<he register is described.
more fully m the discussion of agenda point (c), ^e Directory
rroblem. ■—■ -■■*-

(ii) Duplication of inquiries,is avoided wherever possible... ■ .

(iii) The statistics are reviewed before publication to ensure
consistency.in the results of the"various surveys. If some

, surveys.are more comprehensive than others, their coverage
is evaluated individually to provide1some basis for comparing

= , their results. .; . ' - ^ ^

J;nt^r^!,-,! y planned in the
thfstatL™ o?^0ff\Ce%/f Plan£in? ±S neCeSS**•** ^centralized,the statistical office should have the responsibility for reviewing

?elSPrrng aU ?lanS aM ShOuld maintain close l^Boi with the ■ ■
technical personnel of the various departments conducting statistical
surveys Ohe statistical-office should also have' the ff

t0 ^^ °n the ^cation and bUb of -
+ ? *** colle^^ in industrial censuses, as "well ■

f»M\Z I*' qUaxter^^ aamal.and other current statistic^ In a'-"
full body of economic- statistics, moreover, co-ordination between survevs
of tae industrial sector and those covering other sectors (agricultol

sStistir fl0^ eta'} ShGUld alS° be 'ffected- ^e industrial S>statist th

or

uses.

(agricul
f^ ,} d alS° be ffected- ^e industrial

system^should be closely co-ordinated with-the.national

iOtheP l9W fOrmal —i f tils Sless formal assessmenis of national resources

the
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roferanoe source for lists, of respondents and .frames forr sampling "by
sul organizations conducting surveys.-' 'Under-present-conditions/there
iu a considerable amount, of duplication of effort and.inconsistency '
in.-coding ^hioh arises because'-separate lists co.yer.ing. the. -same rei- -
pondents, are'-developed and maintained by different ministries'or^ - ' "
departments* . ■ ■ L " '- - ' •. ■ " ■ ■ ■ " ' 'V..

10, As_a minimum, the.-register/.should include the name, location,
enterprise affiliation, primary industrial activity and size of each *
establishment. Such a register m«,y be used as a respondent -list source
for surveys m vhicfi the .statistical "units are either enterprises or •
establxsnments^; The ..enterprise is an appropriate-statistical unit

t °a iSd ff by the ^^ are of a ^0 commonly maintained
ll^ f'°T ent6^iSeS - a *«** -^ than for. separate

}t i rrf ^fiGal identififtartion Of establishments and Enterprises
xs important A suggested method fcr assigning suoh. numbers is described
below m agenda item (d), The -D^ectory Problem.

12. The Register may Include alji; Indus trial- establishments or it may
be Umited to^those above a sp^fied- si^e. If the "latter, it is
^Tlti +- ^formation shoulid:be systematically available regarding
xhe-rexatiye output of the smaller establishments, not only in total
but for industry groups, geographic areas, and other classification
uctegones planned for the pxasoatati-onrtaf .data.

13, In.manr in«tances;in Afric^...induStrial statistics, the contribu
tion of. small establishments has, been i^ored altogether or has been
estimated roughly, on; an ad^oc-basis... Im an integrated system, a< . -
aeta^ plan for assessing the importance of small .establishments,
should^, established, Suoh a plan might include complete censuses ■
conducted every 5 or 10- years, .supplemented in inter^censal years by
surveys based on carefully developed area samples.' ■

14, -Similar,..considerations ..apply, if the register is limited in other
ways - e.g, it covers only the establishments in urban areas.. In such
a case, systematic procedures should be'developed for■surveying the
areas _.not included' in the'regls-ber, ' ' ....... . . -

to^umform coding of- establishment characteristics,' '
by, use^of the cenjral register,, an; integrated -
lT®- co^1^g for commodities, materials., stocks, and: ■

"" ,-, . a n ou:rrent activity. The various codes are compatible
)., tnere is a logical relationship between them if. the .subject matter-
sjBXJ.-ar.. ^frequently encountered example is ,th.e commodity .class

,+, ,, . -he P^oauets of maKLifac^iiig- establishments, .compared
mth that. used, m external trade statistics, Differences in detail '
Detween.such classifications -are-: often necessary,, but", they should be.

convertible at a broa<ior: l9v©lV ' ' " '. ' ■ ' '
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16. Definitions and instructions to respondents must "be consistent

from survey to survey. In employment statistics, for example, the

definition of "operatives" should "be similar whether used in a monthly
sample survey emphasizing employment trends, in an annual survey which

includes an■incidental inquiry about employment, or in a comprehensive

industrial census calling for a.detailed analysis of employees "by age,

sex, nationality .skill., etc.

17. Survey periods should "be standardised, . Uniformity is usually not

difficult in the case of months, and quarters, "but the existence of

.no£~conforming accounting periods may complicate the- achievement of

uniformity' in .calendar year statistics. This problem, has led. to
considerable-delays in.the'collection of data and it .would be useful

to have a systematic procedure for .dealing with the accounting period

.problem. One method which has been followed with some success is to

permit variations of plus or minus two months (e.g. if the survey year

ends o.n 31--December ■ the .use of accounting year ending between 31 October

and! March would be- permitted)., Under this procedure the statistical
office would make a. concerted-effort, through field interviews, to

obtain estimates of calendar year activity from firms with accounting

..years . ending on other datesa ...

18. Studies which rely on comparisons of tiie economies of two or more

countries are often considerably handicapped because of basio differences

in national data systems? .To-cite one.example, the differences in

national accounts methods and concepts between English-speaking and

French—speaking countries in Africa have o-ccasioned difficulties, It

is hoped that the major.differences between.the two systems will be

resolved when the.objectives of the new UET System of ,National Accounts

are .generally adopted^ -.'. , ...

19. Consistency of coverage is an important feature of integrated

systems. If one survey is confined to establishments above 10 employees

and another to those above 30 employees the results: are not comparable.

#he usefulness of the data will be improved, however, if estimates of

the contribution of the binalier establishments are included in the
published resul-ts, in .each case,

20. Failure to provide such estimates leads to inconsistencies in

industrial data as related .to the national accounts framework. . Inter

national comparability is also affected adversely, and in periodic surveys

historical comparability is affected because of changes in the relative

output of the smaller establishments. .
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(o) ■ The-'Directory Problem' ' '' ■ '/■ " '■■. ■ "■ ■ " "■' '

.,21» A directory or central register;-©]? .establishments and "enterprises '
" ifc an-', indispensable aid to the maintenance., of control -over' the operation

of^in&ustrial-surveys. Some of ' the " featured Vf \.a' register 'which ' cbn-

tribute-to. the efficiency of statistical procedures, are discussed under
agenda point (b), Introduction of Integrated Systems." Essentially,
an.establishment-enterprise register is a set of-t cards with the follow-

ing! minimiim Requirements? '■•:.' "" "■ ■ ■";' V;-:/, . V:- ■ ■ ' ?.-'■.

(i) Name and location of - the establishments s,nd an.'identification
■ .,": ; . :. dumber -assigned.-to the'"establishment.■;...It .\xs:;suggesi;ed' 'that

"■ ■;■■;"■ ■ "■ .-:/1 this-'nuriber 'should be -retained permanently-,- even' thoiigh' the

ownership of the establishment is changed. Ihe location

■ . ■•. -should he coded separately.. , " ■

. (ii) A description of the principal industrial activity of the
establishment, and a corresponding code number. To conform

■ ■ . . to international standards, the latter should be the ISIC

. ; ■' ■.- four-digit number. . Additional digits may be added to this

number to provide additional detail needed for the require

ments of particular countries, without destroying comparability,

(iii) .^lame and-address of the central or headquarters office, if'
-,■-:the enterprise operates establishments at more than o.ne

location. It is- recommended that the enterprise should be

identified by a unique number? which would appear on all of

the cards representing -the establishments controlled by the

■ ■ enterprise. In-the case of enterprises owning or ^control--1

ling other enterprises, it is recommended.that the' identifica-

■tion number refer to .the "parent" or top enterprise in the
group. . ■ . ~ . . - ■. ■ . ■ ■

, ■ (iv) Information on the size of the establishment. It is recom- '
mended that ; the number of persons engaged or the number of

... employees-be used for'this-purpose. The size information1

.should be coded to facilitate selection of establishments'
of different sizes for sampling or other purposes,

,- (v) . The source of the information entered-on'the card, and the
■ -. ■ date' it was .acquired. - ■ ;-';. ■ - - ., ■■■ : ; ' ":- " ■ '. "" '

A suggested questionnaire for. recording these five items of in
formation is presented in Annex I. . ■

22. In considering the problems associated with creating an establish

ment-enterprise register and subsequently keeping its information up-

to-date, it is convenient to think of industrial establishments in
terms of three bread groups, as follows:
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Group A: .Large.establishments whose activities are a matter of

constant interest to 'the"firms supplying them with, materials

and equipment, to government departments? to compilers of

trade directories? to economists, to investors,, and to . -

miscellaneous business groups.. Usually,, no great difficulty

will "be encountered in keeping the register current with

respect to the names and locations of such.establishments,

but it may not be easy to keep abreast of changes in their

size and the composition of their industrial output,

Group Bs Smaller establishments which operate as industrial enterprises

(i.e.,;are.not part of households) but which are-Jess^ likely
■ ■• ' tobe listed'in commercial directories or similar^ sources.

Certain classes of .these establishments may.-be'listed in

government records and others not. In..¥est African coun--

tries, such establishments include.many handicraft industries,

o-f considerable local importance. With some exceptions^

. where tax records or other government reports may tend toward

. complete coverage, direct enumeration, is. the most satisfactory

■■ . -way of creating a register.; for' .this, group, .The "cost of ' . ■ ■.

maintaining such a register, completely .'is often prohibitive,

■ : ■■• '■ and a out-o'ff must be employed. . Usually the. cut-off -is in •

terms of size, but i-ij'inay consist of.urban :vs. rural or 'a
■' similar- sub^-grouping. .insuch a. case .Group. £-1, would, be

^kept up-to-date completely,. while ' sampling, tech.niq.ues might

be employed to assess current changes in the activities of ... '■

'■■■ Group' B-2, ' " ■" "■■'.■.' . '. - .

Group 0: ■•■'Handicraft manufacturing closely linked with^househpld •.
domestic 'activities. Part; qf the output..may-be: consumed' , -

1! ■ in the household and the rest sold or bartered. Such. ■■. .

activities have to be investigated by direct enumeration,

possibly in connection with.household .budget. surveys, or

population censuses. It is .'}iqp.'eles.s' to think of maintaining'

"a complete register of hous^iaAld. entqrprise.s on .&. current "
• -■ basis, ■ Probably'"the best -fchat .can be done is .:to measure ■ ■ " j

their industrial contribution in infrequent base periods.

Such data, particularly if a method of extrapolation can

be devised, is .useful, in; explaining and. evaluating the

coverage.limitations of monthly, quarterly and'annual
surveys >

23» Assximing the currently maintained portion of the. register will

be confined to Groups A and B-l, its. completeness and accuracy,''and
its consequent usefulness for'general..purposes, will depend in great-
measure on the sources "of" information .used:, to maintain it, and their

timeliness. Hie. register may be..kept up-to-date l^y use of any or all.
of the various sources listed "below: ■ : :

(i) Government records maintained for tax purposes, for labour
inspection, liaensing? regulation or. other administrative
programmes. " " ' ■ - . ■ ■ ■
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(il) "In^^ial;direQWies .compiled and.maintained by commercial'
■ :(f?i;LZa1;10ns"and "sold Onldiil5/;'

y ^o1^©2.^aBBOoiakoaisi, chambers
^-o£ commerce,. ^e;putlicatiorisV-;and>imAlar organisations,

(iv>'^Listings in telephone directories. '7:\'V' .: 'f"Y . .' ■

^r+r?^ industria1' establishments in We journals
and the daily press. , ... .

iish^irS^^5^?^38^ anyOf ^eeosoTtt-pe^ of information,
it should be assumed at the outset'that the lists obtained will be
wheth^+h Mao*«**" ;ae; first guestion to' be answered is
whether the source is accurate and.complete enough to be'worth using
tl^ a reglsiSr' °- in keeping an existing register"p?

°f reC°rdS °f tMse types oan. usually be tested at
^Ttne °ne S6t °f 6M ^t°f re60Ms aS^Bt a»ot^r set

Sw- .t0 °°Ier the same olass of'establishments,-- and inTest
discrepancies between them by correspondence or by field checks
tion of^the.c^pi^teness of a set of records can sometimes b^^
™S Sh ,a ^^ f°r0Ueh «^*."^a Se accomplished by
enumeration .of, the industrial establishments in sample areas under

L''r ur^;then oompajins 'h ^: sr^ ^sr^e s^e
findings, ais procedure ^reveals in,
eSS A ltetitem .of i.nforma-

operation «rtH^atlOniS ^ date each^stablis^nt began
Stlmlted!'' / ' Up-to-dateness of ^e source records can beStlmlted!

It off^f T imP°rtan°e of small establishments below the
lT f r 1S kn°™ onlyApproximately, it is reassuring^fo remember

It

.. ■ Establishments _ .Establishments

Actual Outputs""'- IO9O l 1050 40-
Estimated Outputs mo . 1050 ' to

is %L^5^?;^^^ etiaate for small Establishments
error bv tT"*+^^r- ( ° ^?tea^:of 40)., the to^l-Estimate is in
error by lesS than 2 per ce-nt .(1,110 instead of 1^5)v " An erro' f'

t ^

+^^- ( ° ^?tea^:of 40)., the to^l-Estimate is
than 2 per ce-nt .(1,110 instead., of 1^5)v " An error'

LS ^ iS:Pr°^^ w^^ ^^ tolerance .limits expected
complete coverage surveys. . .. ...-•"-.
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27, Such optimism is not generally justified., however, if the small

'establishments accounted for more than about 10 per cent of total out

put in the "base period. If their -contribution was substantial; the

use of sampling; techniques to,gauge their current performance should^

he investigated. Ignoring changes in the output of the small establish

ments may result in statistics which are so inaccurate as to he mis

leading and useless to economic planners. However if base period

output is known, a low-cost survey based on a■ very light sample, may

.be sufficient to measure current trends, if. the number of survey, ;

categories is email* ' . ■■■ '

28. Some countries have attempted.to maintain registers containing ■

a large amount of detailed information about 'each.establishment. .It
should be'kept in nind that the completeness of the register , and the

accuracy of the five basic items listed above? are far more important

■for statistical purposes than the inclusion of additional-details. If

funds for the maintenance' of. the register are limited, as they usually

a"re?: the primary emphasis should be on the completeness and accuracy

'rather than'on the amount of detail included*

29 - Mien used within the central statistical office'or by other govern

ment departments for statistical purposes, there is no race*sity for

publishing the contents"of the register. An industrial -directory? hct>-

ever, can'serve a wide varied of useful purposes if it is reasonably
accurate and complete,: Many African1 countries have published industrial

directories* TOte.value of most of them would be greatly increased if

their limitations were more completely epelled^out, and their soope ■

described, in terms of the types and sizes of establishments included

in the listing,. Suggestions as to -the minimum content of a published

directory are given in Annex III;, . ■

30. " Ihe establishment-enterprise register, as noted ab.ove? is cimply

a "set of cards, It may be kept on punched cards or oh electronic tape,

.if available, In general; it contains only the latest information

available and does not include hi&torical data* Some countries have

found that an extension oi the registerj a file of historical informa

tion, is also useful, Such a file would;be maintained" quite, separately

'from the register., but it would contain the same basic information with

dai.es 'showing"when1 o-hang-ss in the status or characteristics of the

establishment or enterprise took place. Sven though the file contained

data' initially only for the largest establishments, say .those with 30

or'more employee's^ many uses would be found for it in the" .processing

of statistical reports of all kinds.. Use-of the file should "be ,

restricted to statistical .purposes .and the information .contained 5n

it'kept confidential. .Otherwise., it may be found that business enter

prises will be reluctant to supply the,1 necessary information*
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(d) Standardization of Reporting •

31. The importance of integrated systems and a central feature of them,

the establishment-enterprise directory, are described above under agenda

points (b) and (o).* In. this section, the actual contents of four

standard-questionnaires are set forth provisionally for discussion ."by

the Working'Group," and some of the details concerning appropriate plans

for. coverage.of establishments and enterprises by use of these questionnaires

are discussed.. The .inquiries included are. only'those needed.for the

minimum requirements of national programmes in developing countries.

Their adoption generally would, of course^ also assist in increasing
the comparability of industrial, statistics on a regional and world basis,

32. The first-example questionnaire is intended for use in connection

with the creation and maintenance of a.general-purpose register, and

the other three in connection with'establishment surveys of the type

sometimes referred to as ^industrial structure" surveys? which provide
data on such subjects as employment^ certain other costs, and the output

of commodities and services. .The standardization of, questionnaires

for use in connection with other surveys of the industrial sector (com
modity surveysy for■example) may well be worthy of consideration, but

has not been attempted in these examples.

33. The nature of activity questionnaire presented as Annex I is

primarily for use in the creation and maintenance of an establishment-

enterprise register. It covers the basic items of information described

above under agenda point (o), The Directory Problem. Although designed
for use in field interview surveys conducted for \the express purpose

of creating, a register, the example questionnaire could be readily

adapted for use in transcribing information from miscellaneous sources

such as government records and privately compiled directories. With

minor adaptations, it could also be used as the first section of^question

naires used for industrial censuses and other surveys of industrial .

establishments, since all or most of the basic items would be needed

for those purposes..-

' 34-.. The annual establishment questionnaire, long'.form described below

is .designed for the collection of data from establishments which normal-.

Jy.maintain the accounting records adequate for answering all of these

inquiries* These.constitute the largest establishments, and the group

is.usually, defined by an arbitrary size, limit. iJhile this limit may

vary from country to country; in African countries it is usually ten

employees. If the co-operation of management in a high percentage of

the enterprises can be secured,, a postal survey of this group with

field follow-up of the .more difficult cases should be. successful. For

some of the enterprises with establishments in this size group, namely

those which do not maintain extensive'accounting records for their

individual establishments, the fourth example, the enterprise question

naire, is more appropriate. Use of the long form questionnaire may

be extended to smaller establishments if a sampling plan is adopted

in which the long form is confined to those small establishments which

maintain the necessary records0
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35« _Tke contents of the long form questionnaire ares

Inquiry 1: Identification and nature of activity; This inquiry

includes the "basic items on the Nature of Activity Questionnaire,

except the number of employees,

. Inquiry 2% dumber of employees in 4 or more periods of the year?

to provide data for computation of reliable annual averages! for highly-

seasonal activities, it may be necessary to collect data for as many

as 12 periods. This inquiry should distinguish operatives, or produc

tion workers from clerical, managerial and- other employees. In the

interest of simplicity and to facilitate the data collection process?
it would be well to hold the employment inquiry to as few separate

categories as possible. But groups of persons associated with the

enterprises and with distinct characteristics should be recognized if

their numbers are significant. Unpaid workers should be segregated

if they' constitute an important group because they receive no regular

wages and therefore are not. represented in Inquiry 3, The same considera

tions often apply to working proprietors. It may "be desirable to
separate casual workers or part-time employees from the others if there

are many of them and their average weekly wages are very much less than
that of regular employees.

The terms "operatives" or "production workers" are defined as

employees engaged in production or related activities. Working
supervisors and clerks closely associated with production are included,
as well as messengers, stokers, cleaning staff, warehousemen, packers,

repairmen, shipping clerks, truck drivers, maintenance staff, and the

like. "Other employees" include^the general managerial staff, clerks
and bookkeepers not directly associated with.production processes,
salesmen, night watchmen, and laboratory workers.

Inquiry 3s Annual wages and salaries paid,'distinguishing
separately the categories of Inquiry 2.

Inquiry 4s Number of man-hours worked by operatives or produc
tion workers. If these data are not generally available, a substitute
inquiry regarding the length of the normal work week, and the number
of weeks of operation, helps to approximate the effective labour inputo
In this connection, where.part-time work or casual labour is important,
it would be desirable to obtain separate data on such labour in Inquiries
2 and 3. .

Inquiry 5s .Total delivered cost of materials and sup-plies; In
a postal survey it would be desirable to obtain separate data on the

quantity and cost of the major materials used* . These data are not

only useful in commodity flow analysis but tend to improve reporting
of the total cost of materials. Without some particularisation of
this inquiry there is a tendency for respondents to omit significant
parts of the materials and supplies. To be of maximum usefulness in
national accounts computations;, this inquiry should relate to the cost
of goods consumed or put into production.
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In practice, it <is- customary to. request the data 'in terms of"
^urchased^or received. In the.calculation .of., value added, an
-vinent-, fdi? inventqry- change. 'may.-TDe"-.mad©-:!'eithe'r/-'b3r:- t-He-ri '' ' "''^""
tne s-ra-tistroai ^ffice: :after'.receipt^ of the complete^'

^ ^ a. coal * iefeoieim
for products (e.g.; ooal wsed "in-.makl^j" Sdke) /V;-'1

ue where atipropflatsi af

Surceased. - generated and used, apd generated for sale". / ^

8' Cost of industrial servioes performe d; "by otter' ; ': "■ '

. i—£ap.i-tal expenditures, usually distinguisMng'-be'tween

(i) structures'and land improvements including, .expenditures .for
.. . . minerals exploration, . ' '" . .; ..

(ii) vehicles and other transportation equipment and ■:,•'■- ." ;

(ill) all other, machinery and equipment. Where significant; the
..value, of self-produced, fixed assets should "be included,

Purchases of. land are-usually ex-eluded from capital

1 f S af^gate flxed

a'treated'^^^fd fSrt!vaBd ^°-e-acquired from abroad are .comion
xrea^ed separately where -they are' significant. Ihe fixed assets 'are
denned iB international standards (e.g. Series M, So. 48 page\T

W^oS / defmitions employed in private acc&nting1
T'Jl° t ■'■■ S?d aS a Prac1;lcal matter the respondent to this ,

i« "Scents r;SPOrt *aT^er:;aata ^ carried ■ in iiB :gwtt:; ": ;.

^ltif^ inWatbriag. ■ In accounting systems/ .' "! !'
^^e--commoalysumarized as (ij materials and supplies1: and

P^tocts. ~ In the-manufapturing industries-a third -
^"™^^P^gr" Mthd

^ g third
T ^ a^'"™^^-P^gress." Methods of inventory

™,a Bfked effeot 0« the apparent magnitude.of inven-
* °°mmOn ao°°^*i«g ^thods- employd diMd

, fg.en
°°mmOn ao°°^*i«g ^thods- employed are :des'criMd

;"alrerase 06st"' fiTBt-i^fiwt-out",.; and "last-in- '
icantly difft h d

Ls ' fiTBti^fiwt-out,.; and "last-in-
there--.ar-e significantly different methods employed'i
slonal.s^ies of valuation practices may ri
interpretation of changes'in" inventories
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In annual surveys, it is desirable to ask for inventory data both

at the "beginning and the. end of the inquiry year.-.* If this, is done,-

.it is more likely that "both beginning.and ending inventories "will.be

valued by-the same accounting method.

Inquiry 11: Gross output of goods and services. The value of ■

gross .output in.principle is (i) the valuo of "final products made during

the. year, whether.. shipped or transferred to inventory, plus (ii) the

value of- industrial services rendered to. other establishments. In

recognition of accounting, practices, it is more realistic, to request'

the.value of products, shipped plus payments for industrial.services.

■.■Ihe, sum- of these-figures, ■ adjusted for inventory changes,, approximates

the gross output of the-establishment. .As with the input of materials,
"better -reporting and. useful, output information is obtained by request

ing data on the value of shipments (;and quantity, where .feasible) of,

shipments of important individual products. In designing such an

inquiry, reference should be made to the UN publication.Standard List

of Products and Materials, ST/STAT/45.. In countries where multi- -,
establishment enterprises are important, especial care should be taken
to ensure the inclusion of products and services transferred to other

branches of the same enterprise (intra-company transactions) as well
as -those -sold to others. .;...•.. ,

3.6, In some manufacturing industries, merchantile operations are a
normal part of- plant activity. Whether the establishment is classified
in manufacturing or distribution depends on the relative importance

of each activity0 In countries where such mixed operations are .common,

an item should be added Lto Inquiry 11 to account for the value of goods
sold in the same condition-as purchased. A ■ companion, item., the cost-,

of such goods, should be added to Inquiry.5 and :.the difference between
these two figures, the gross sales margin, should be .included in value
added-

37»v>3ie annual establishment questionnaire, short .form described below
is- designed for the collection.of' data from small establishments which
operate as industrial enterprises U-e*, ^hej are. not, part of households)
but .which, do .not normally-.maintain accounting records adequate for the

preparation of -the .long form. Such, enterprises occur in large numbers

in some African countries. It is usually not possible to obtain

responses .from this class by mail, and field interviews- .are necessary.

Because of the cost of field enumeration, annual coverage of these .

establishments can usually be most efficiently accomplished through ,'
sampling techniques. A discussion of the problems .involved in designing
-samples; of industrial establishments, under African conditions, which
may.be. of some value in this connection, is .contained in the Report; !
of .the Seminar, on Sampling Methods, June 1968 E/CBy14/CAS,6/4" ~
particularly pages 20-27. *■■ ■ , ■''.'■
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'■W. : In terms of the establishment Groups A,-. B and- .C -defined above

under 'agenda point (.c>, T^^^^^I^SJ9l^^'^. &?** f™ 1£?. ■ '■ :"
applicable .'to i'the part- of Group B which-is characterized ;by the . ■ ,
absence, of accounting records. Whether or aot- the enterprise- keeps:,
records can perhaps-be determined by direct inquiry, or assumptions,
■about record-keeping could be made relative..to size, and .Grou^p a

■.divided, into- two" parts, "* iarger-axaea group assumed to hwe.peoo^,
and: a smaller-sized group with, little or no records. : In the, specific
'•sampling plan-described in Annex II s- in which bo-th long and; short,;..;- ■
■^ifls-.^are .employed, it is assumed that- the matter; of record-keeping ' .
will" lie.-settled .in a preliminary surveys. in which"-the^ ,que.stiw , .iJo ;:.
..you-inaintain records-of the income and expenses, of this establishment?
i^:bei!aske:dvr;]3ep^ndlh^ 6n the answer to:-this questibri,, theves^ablish-
■me-ht .will become part of universe B-iy from, which the. long form sample
is tobe selected^ or universe B--2, the short form'universe.

39:. The contents of the .proposed short form questionnaire are. as

follows % ' ■ . ".-,-.."

"addr of es^abI ishmeKt'

Inquiry 2% Primary industrial activity,- and secondary activity,

if anyo ■

Inquiry 3 of '^e establishment during the;

past month.

Inquiry 4

Inquiry_ _6:

.Inquiry 7j

Inquiry 8

Inquiry 9

Is the- activity conducted by members o^ a household,

on its promiBCD9 '• ' LJjw • .LJno ■ ■' "' "

■ ^umber^of '^ods engaged.-in the-operation of.".the"1

eTtabTi-'v'h.iT'.eri^ during th^ past months" -■■ -; '" "

e^and _sa2aries;-paid-during the-past month*

Total' gost of raw materials/ faeils and electricity' -

med-.:or -purchased during the.past month. ■ _.. '/ ;";

Valueof ^aJ^s of .products or. services during the" ■■

■past- raontho1'. ■ -".,.,. .-'.' •■" ■.-.■■ : ■' "■ , ".-"'" ■" "

Bumber of weeku ostablishment was"in operation'during

the past qiiarter, . ; _ ■
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40. In order to produce statistical results on an-annual basis which
are unbiased with respect to.seasons, surveys using this questionnaire
would be- conducted on a continuous basis, with interviewers contacting
different groups of sample respondents throughout the year. "When the
results covering an entire year's interviews are assembled with the
proper weights/an annual survey of..this group; of respondents will have
been-conducted, As pointed out in'the example of a specific sample
design,given in Annex II, care must be taken-in selecting area or
other sample units so that seasonally'concentrated activities are not
given undue emphasis or de-emphasis, .'~ .

annual.enterprise questionnaire described below is designed
-to^provide some establishment data for those multi-establishment enter
prises ;which do not maintain full accounts for each establishment. A
situation .frequently.encountered among such enterprises is that profits
an4-loss;statements are prepared for the enterprise as a whole but not
for individual locations„

42, . The content ..of the annual enterprise questionnaire is as followss

Inquiry 1: game of company and address of headquarters or central
office»

Inquiry 2 s- Company affiliation. Thi* inqn.-i.ry is indentical to

.Item 4 on the nature of-activity questionnaire. -

■ "Inquiry.3* Form of ownership. Indicates whether-enterprise is '
privately owned or government-owned. Other categories
such as co-operative, limited corporation, etc. may
be appropriate in particular countries/

■■- *?nuir,Y 4,1 Industrial establishment a***-. The inquiry requests'
the following information for each establishments

. (i)1 Kame and physical location-.

■ (ii) Principal products or activities., in order of
importance. ' '

. ■ .. (iii) Bumher of ■.employees in 4 or more periods of the
. ■■ •. year, distinguishing operatives or production

workers from other employees.

(iv). Total annual wages and salaries paid., distinguish
ing separately operatives from other employees,

(v) Han-hours worked ~by operatives.,

(vi) Cost of fuels,

(vii) Quantity (and value where appropriate) of electricity
purchased, generated and used, ■ and "-used, and generated
ror sal© >
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Inquiry 5 ° Central office or headquarters data. This inquiry

calls for the number of employees of the central office or offices and

their total salaries* ■■•'.. .

' ■ Inquiry 6s Delivered cost,"of materials and supplies, ■ This is'

similar to Inquiry 5 on ^e establishment long form. But whereas in
the discussion of the establishment form it is merely suggested that'

separate data for the major materials would be desirable, here it is

essential to segregate materials .of distinctly different kinds. This

will avoid the undesirable effects of combining figures for unrelated

industries which happen-to be under the same ownership. For example,

let-us assume an enterprise operates a textile mill and:a sugar.factory,

and for some unusual reason does 'not maintain" separate' financial records

for each establishment It would be essential here.to obtain;separate

data on the materials and supplies used in the textile .mill(fibres.?

yarns, etc) and those used in the sugar factory (sugar cane or beets).

Inquiry Jt Value of Inventories. This is similar to Inquiry 10 ?

but here again separate figures should be requested for th.e materials

and products corresponding to unrelated activities of the enterprise.

Inquiry 8; Gross output of goods and services. This is' similar

to Inquiry 11 on the establishment long form. As suggested in the

discussion of that inquriy separate figures on the major products should

be obtained* The major difference on the enterprise form is that goods

shipped from one establishment to another (intra-company transactions)
would normally be omitted* . . ,

43- In the tabulation of results of the annual survey, decisions would

have to be reached on how to.handle the statistics resulting from the

use of the enterprise form* Usually? it would be desirable to combine

the results with those obtained from the establishment questionnaires

rather than to present the results separately. One method that has

been followed is to create artificial establishment reports in the

statistical office? by allocating and estimating figures where necessary,

and then processing these establishment reports along with the other

long forms obtained .directly.

44* It should be noted that Inquiry 6, central office or headquarters

data? provides -figures which could be allocated to establishments if

considered 'desirable... . If instead it is planned to present separate

data for such central offices^ the data in Inquiry 6 should also be

collected from central offices of enterprises which report on the

establishment long forms0
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Compilation of commodity wta-H af.-i

45. ' "Ine "commodity statistics" discussed here are ■ the. monthly, quarterly
and annual statistics' on output of the, industrial sectors t Mines, manu
facturing industries, and .power/gas and.water plants. Data on external
and domestic trade are. not disoussed-as such, tut it should be noted -

that net exports of commodities plus thoir domestic consumption reflect '
their output, and are sometimes used as a substitute for output "
statistics collected, directly... In industries which convert a single ' ■'
class of raw materials into fininished products, input data may often
reflect output directly? an- example of such statistical substitution '
is in oilseed processing, -.■.... . " ' ' :

46. Many statistics as well as other facts are needed' to guide deci
sions xxi the fields, of trade, finance, investment, industrial'develop
ment and other.commercial activities. Commodity data play an important "
.role xn such decisions, because up-to-date knowledge of -commodity supply
and demand/influences decisions.to buy and sell. Statistics on the'
changes m stocks.of commodities .often have a strong influence on their
market-prices. , . . ... ..■-..

.. importance of current commodity statistics, particularly ■■
monthly data,, to commercial interests has- led to the establishment of
regular periodic surveys by banking organizations and other private
groups, or by quasi-governmental organizations. Such surveys are • :
usually limited in coverage to the larger producers, and the' output
of commodities such.as prepared foods, where there are typically large ■
numbers of small producers, are not surveyed by commercial organisations.
The mam reason is that the cost of collecting the data would be too
great m relation to its commercial uses. ^Governments, however, may
be interested in.commodity data for consumer goods, such ^s foods, /
beverages and clothing, because of their importance in measuring the
progress of social programmes. Such surveys are frequently not under '
the control of the central statistical office, but are conducted by ...
government agencies with administrative or regulatory functions. Uhder
these circumstances, integration and co-ordination of monthly and ' ' "
quarterly commodity surveys with the industrial surveys conducted by '
the central statistical office may be difficult to achieve. ■

48. Annual commodity statistics are usually of secondary importance
m commercial decision-making, and .are used chiefly by economic plan
ners and other government groups.. Regional' studies comparing commodity
output among countries are apt to depend heavily on annual data, and

6r ral com^^±l±^'o£ ditti
y and

™™6+r ral com^^±l±^'o£ commoditycategories used in annual '
surveys then .becomes of major importance.

49. This'leads.to..the thought that the commodity data included in ■ '
annual ^ustrial surveys of the, type, now conducted more or less regularly
Xn ab0ut 3Q ^°.«* °ountries,i/ can contribute to .the integration fnd
1/ Some of these are quarterly or semi-anmal, but are of the "annual

industrial survey" type. . . wuai
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co-ordination of national commodity, statistics generally. -'These "annual
surveys provide an opportunity .to cover all of the country's output,
.not oust ,-the commodities for which the data are easy to collect or

which are needed'for some special administrative purpose. Commodity
statistics cannot be divorced from those relating to total production,
particularly in countries where such statistics are in ah early stage
of development. Figures collected at monthly or quarterly intervals,
if they .are to■be of. any real use, must.be consistent with the more
comprehensive data' compiled in annual industrial surveys.' ;

50. .The e+.tainment of comparability at. the international level. '.
although highly desirable from the point of'view*of compilers of ■
world and regional statistics, presents many difficult problems. Certain
commodities may be unimportant in each of several countries, and thus
from the national point of view not warrant the effort of collecting ' :
separate statistics concerning them. Yet collectively these commodities'
may be.-of considerable importance at the regional level, and their \
omission.may handicap users of regional data. In Africa, data on pro

duction of tyres and tubes are of this type. At the regional level,
therefore, one problem is whether commodity statistics should be con
cerned with the important products of individual countries (which -is
consistent with' national requirements, but results in incomplete '
regional totals),-or whether an effort should be made to collect data
from all countries for a limited list of commodities which are important
in at least one.country. At the world level, other problems arise ■ .
because any lis.t- of- categories and their definitions developed for
worldwide use -probably will not" fit the needs of any particular region
or country precisely. ' ■ " / ■ ' ■

51* As, shown in.Annex IV, commodity data are collected as part of
annual industrial surveys in 30 African countries. The relationship
between the categories and definitions employed in these surveys and
the united Nations standards contained in the document ST?STAT/45s '
List of Products and Materials is being analyzed and will be presented
xn a later report. Studies of the relationships .between the annual
survey categories and those employed in monthly and quarterly commodity
surveys .(.private, semi-private, and governmental) would provide use

ful information,, particularly in that they would shed light on the
extent of co-ordination and consistency between total production figures
and the component commodity series. It is suggested that members of
the Working Group could undertake such studies for inclusion In'the
progress reports planned for the end of 1970. :

52. Miere commodity.statistics are to be used in the construction
of input-output tables, additional problems arise because of the need
±or standardisation and co-ordination of the categories of raw materials,
semi-finished goods, and finished products. The cross■classification '
of commodity statistics, by industry, necessary when the data are to .
be used xn commodity flow analysis,- may also present problems. .
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(f) ■ Construction of Index lumbers of Production

'53» A description of a-complete-1 system of index numbers co-ordinated
with the objectives of.national accounting is contained in reports of

the recent Seminar on Statistics of Prices !and Quanta. 1/. Ihe present

discussion will'center on indexes of industrial production. Such '"

indexes are part of the complete system, and also have independent uses

as indicators of current changes and trends in the'industrial sector.
Ofee major objectives" of"indexes of industrial .production are to'reflect
current changes in the physical output of ISIC major groups 2, 3 and 4.
both'in detail -and"collectivelyo . ■• - ' " ■

54.' A study of country practices in the construction of index numbers
was made early'in 1969- and the results published in Country Practices
3JLJkgJi[alkgj^ng^Pt 0Jq. Ppic es_ • ■ and_..'Quanta and the Calculation ofJi[algj^g^...P _ _..Qa and the Calculation o
Related Index jrumbers,. ti/CYul&ljlAcJxA.-. This" study revealed that 14
African countries construct industrial production'indexes. Most of
these are. monthly or'quarterly-"but in four countries only annual
indexes are prepared. The study suggests that quantity'output data
provide the most important -source for "index.construction. The "weights
used are either value added cr a ■ combination sit different levels of
gross'Output and value added. 1h&. Laspeyres formula (base-year weight
ing) is! almost universally employed-, ■."■.■■■ ■ ■ .

55* Separate surveys of employment are conducted by some-countries,
and there, is evidence in the study ..cited above that employment data
have been used in the construction of some indexes o:f production. 11-'
thouth employment statistics are designed primarily to reflect changes
in the size and composition of the labour force, and other subjects'"
of social significance suoh as the magnitude, character and lbostion'

■ of unemployment, employment data In'the industrial sector are sometimes
used m the construction of production indexes, " The''man-hours of
operatives or production workers are most commo'hly used for this pur
pose, and these figures serve as short-term substitutes for"direct -
measurement of quantity output, Ttiu limitatioW of man-hour figures '
as a-substitute for direct measurement of quantity output' lies in the"
facts that labour productivity" and' changes in ^tie stocks of capital'
are not taken inl;o account. These factors are seldom important in the
short run* m a monthly or quarterly index series which is benchmarks
annually to physical output data, they may be ignored,

56. Among other sources of short-term data for the construction:of
production indexes may be.mentioned value series; input series, or'
data on the consumption of materials;' and synthetically derived pro
duction series constructed by subtracting imports from exports, and
•adding domestic c-onsumption, Value series are those In which quantities
are^unobtamablej suitable price-indexes must be available on a timely ■
basis.m order to convert such series to constant values or the index
equivalent of physical quantities. Input series are useful only where

l/ Addis Ababa9 13-21 October 196«e
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simple conversion is involvedj such as oilseed converted to oil plus

cake and. meal, or in abattoirs where the relation between livestock

consumption and output of meat products and "by-products is fairly con

stants ■ . ■ .'

57, ¥o 'objective appraisal of the quality of the indexes published

in"African countries is available, nor information on the reasons why

no; indexes'; have, been constructed incertain countries, It appears'

that some Index number series purporting to represent, entire industrial
sectors are in:.fact based :only on the few,statistical series that are

readily'available'and which, measure the output of a. limited number of

commodities. In some countries; indexes are "based solely on the per
formance of large establishments and no comment or allowance is -made

concerning changes in.the.relative importance of the smaller'units.

Such'indexes may well, .he inaccurate and misleading indicators of trends

in whole Industrial sectors, A roundly -constructed index should reflect

short-term movements in the minor as well as the major elements 6f each ■
industry, and in the overall index every significant industry should;

be represented. Effective use of the alternative data.sources sug

gested above may make this possible even though adequate physical out

put series are not available. The importance of reliable .production.. ■

.index numbers in the national accounts p,nd as guides to economic

planning in other ways may in some oases even justify the1 initiation,

of new surveys solely for the prupose of strengthening index number

construction. . , .

58. ' In a situation where the needs of planners call for monthly.or

quarterly index numbers, and some or all of the.short-term expedients

mentioned'above are brought into play, an annual comprehensive survey

of the industrial sector can provide extremely valuable benchmarks.

Such annual surveys .normally inolttde inquiries on employment, payrolls,

services and materials consumed^ and the output.of commodities and

services.. These data should be measured in value terms with quantities

as well wherever logical and feasible. The annual series should reflect

year-to-year changes in the performance of entire industries, includ

ing their output of services as well as goods, and their secondary as .

well as primary products. In some countries, annual surveys of employ

ment have been conducted with greater coverage than the annual com- _,'

prehensive survey, thus, in effect singling out employment as the key

■measure of progress' in industries. Annual benchmark data provide the

basis for revising the previously compiled monthly or quarterly index

number series, A careful review of the magnitude of such revisions .

should lead to improvement in the methods employed for the .construc

tion of the short-term indexes. In countries where annual surveys of

the type described are conducted, .little difficulty should be experienced

in following international recommendations with respect to base-years

for weighting or .publication purposes.
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MTTfiAL STATISTGAL OFFICE '

STANDARD NAOUKE! OW ACTIVITY QJESMOHNAItfEJ

(Legal authority for

requesting this

information)

Item 1 - - : - ■ ■' ' ■ ' ••

Name-:-of Establishment '"■ '''■' . ■ ■'■'-■' ■■

Address of Establishment

. . 30R OFMCE TTSB.01SILT-

Estabiishiaent Identification .Bumber

////////////

Enterprise Identification Uumber -.

/11 /1 / /1 ii 11

■Geographical Cod©-Number - ■ ■. - ■-

///////

Kize Code - 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

uate Code - ///////

_

/

J

J

7

Item 2 - Nature of activity (tick one box representing the principal activity

of this establishment)"" . ' .

£J Mining ' £J Manufacturing . £J Hepair

£J Construction £J Eetaxl store, £J Other (describe)

Principal products, or services manufactured, mined.or sold (list in

order of importance) ,

.of ownership of this establishipent (tick one bos:)

/ //.. / Private company or owner, single ' location "'■"■'

/^/.Private com-pany-j'-two or-more -locations. Enter name- of company and

address' of ■■headquarters or central'office :■

Name ■ ' ■ . - ■ ■ ■

Address
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l~~] Government-owned. Enter name of government agency

f~J Other-ownesrshi-p (describe)_

Item' 4 - Company affiliation

(a) 3Does this company own or control another .company? J~J yes f~7 no

" ' (b) Is this company owned or controlled by another company? £J yes,,.- £J no

."If the answer to either (a) or (b) is "Yes", enter'."below the. names

- and addresses of- the controlled or controlling companies;. -. ■,....■

Item 5— Approximate number of persons -engaged in the operation-of this establishment

as of _ _*

Date.

(a) Proprietors or partners .*«.*..•

- • ■ (b) Operatives, clerical workers,

supervisory, sales and'other

managerial employees . • *•••••»•••» ___^_

Total-number of persons engaged , - . -

(-sum'Of (a) and (b)) ■••-*. ......«••■••••>« ■■ ;■ _ _.

Item 6 - Name of person supplying information for this questionnaire*

Fame . „___ . ' . .. .

E.tle (e.g. owne'r, manager, etc) . , „

late
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AFltfEX II

OUTLINE 'OF A SAMPLING PLAN FOR ESTABLISHING

> -■ . ■■■ A SPECIFIC ANNUAL .INDUSTRIAL SURVEY ■ ■

(1) The plan outlined below has been adapted from a .report of a

series of meetings held in Nigeria in 1968 on the occasion of the visit

of the. ECA Regional Adviser on Sample Surveys^l^/ In its entirety'*/1 4,he
■ ■'■ Nigeria report covers planned surveys of 'several sectors3 including a

.census of population* A pertinent fact is - tha't'in connection with the

1963 population census, the entire country had been divided into enumeration

;.areas (EA's). The areas were, however, not clearly demarcated and the
report recognizes the need for giving top priority to creating clearly

defined EAs in preparation ;for 'the next census^ In the plan outlined

below, it is assumed that this has been done and EAs can be used as valid

statistical units in the sampling.procedure -

(2) Little experience is available to guide the development, of surveys
of small industrial establishments in West African countries,. ,In view of

this lack of background knowledge, it would, pe desirable to carry out

.pilot studies an-d modify the plan in the light of their'findings. It

should be useful, however, to sketch in outline the survey.procedures

which might be followed tentatively in establishing an annual industrial

survey, r ■ .. .

(3) Since the plan is presented in rather specific terms, it i.s
necessary to assume certain conditions, as follows?,

(i) An establishment—enterprise register . exists, limited to .. ..- -
establishments with'10 or more employees. The register is.

nominally complete far this oise group* The original register

was created rQy the use of license applications to a ■ government

department and by consulting chambers of commerce* It has

been kept up-to-date by use of rhe same sources and by ■ . , v;

.systematic field checlcsD It has been decided to survey the " .

establishments listed in the register by mail- ' .■ ..,

(ii) The impor.+ance of household industries was '.determined in'the
recent past, in connection with a sample survey of households;

' '. They were found to be of negligible, importance except for^a -

few industries such as pottery work; wood carving, raffia " ■ ■ -

weaving, and similar .handicrafts* It is assumed that sufficient

knowledge e:d.r.ts concerning their location and industrial

importance, and.it .is not planned to collect reports from this

group in the annual ■ survey * ■ ' : ■. ■ t ■ ■

. (iii) Industrial establishments (as distinguished from household-
enterprises.)" with'.leas than 10 employees, on the other hand,
are assumed to be of considerable .economic importance in many

Industries^ :It has.been decided that- thisgroup must be

: ■ represented in order to produce.valid statistical results from

the annual survey* Estimates of the cost of collecting data

1/ "Prograin of sample surveys in Nigeria", Lagos, 15 Nov., 1968, 'Federal
Office of Statistics and Economic Commission for Africa. :
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from these small establishments have been made, and it has

been determined that the .funds1 available are not sufficient
to allow for complete coverage"of them. It has been decided,

therefore, that sampling techniques must'be employed to represent
the group. . ■'.-,■

(iv) In connection with the last population census, the country has
.' , . been divided into clearly mapped enumeration areas (EAs).. Reports

- . .from area,:supervisors are available, which indicate the' characteris-

... ■' ,: ■".':■'■■ - ^cs'.. °? each ^ Based on these reports, it has -been decided1-. ,
.to eliminate large numbers of EAs from the annual survey universe,
on the assumption that they have no industrial activity. * This-
.applies particularly to EAs in agricultural ■ and other rural -.-

'. . sections of the country. . '-■.;:

(v) It is known through earlier studies that large numbers of the
^ establishments with less than 10 employees .do not keep regular

records of their inc.ome and expenses, and for this and other

reasons would not respond at all well in a postal survey. . It- has

^oeen decided, therefore, to survey this group by. field enumeration

of a sample of the EAs considered to be likely to include indus
trial establishments. , . •

(4) It is proposed to select the sample of EAs after dividing them into
three groups: Group I, heavily industrialized,' . Group II, moderately indus
trialized? and Group III, little industrialization.. To the extent possible?,
establishments with 10 or more employees will be ignored in this grouping'.'"
The classification of.each EA will be based on whatever-statistics are
available, supplemented by consultation with government experts, industrialists
economists, and chambers' of commerce. A considerable amount of effort will

be. expended on trying to classify'each EA properly, because th6 effioiency
of the sampling plan will thereby be greatly increased.' The sample of
EAs will include all of Group I, a fraction of those in Group II, and a
smaller fraction-of those in "Group III. These fractions will be determined
after consideration of the costs of collection and the amount of acceptable
sampling error. -

(5) It-is likely that more small than large establishments will be found
in the field enumeration, yet the larger establishments are of .greater
interest in that they Contribute more to the economy, It would almost
certainly be wasteful to collect detailed information from all the sma.l le-
establishments in the sample EAs, and it would be desirable to take a larger
sampling fraction among the larger-establishments (^ employees) that the
smaller ..(less-than 5 employees). Thus, rather than collect detailed
information in the first visit it appears more~ efficient to adopt a two-stage
sample design, stratified at the second stage by size of establishment, with
unequal sampling-fractions in the strata, and to conduct two distinct fi-ld
operations.. In the .first at age-, the establishments would be listed by use
of a simple nature-of-activity questionnaire covering name and address,
enterprise -affiliation,, description of. business activity,' and approximate
number of-employees. For the purposes of the further stratification described
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below, it is also- planned^to ask.the question, "-Do y6u maintain records
of the income and-expenses of this ..establishment ?". In. the second stage/"

1 a smaple of establishments would be revisited to collect detailed information
on their activities.

(6) Another characteristic for which'stratification appears desirable .
xs ..the- record-keeping practices of the establishments. Those which keep
good accounts-- are obviously in a position to. furnish more reliable and more
detailed information than the rest. It is proposed, therefore, to use both
a long form and a short form in the second stage of field enumeration. ■- Both
forms, will cover, the subjects of employment, cost-of materials and supplies,
and the value of output. Thelong form will, not only request more detail
with respect to these Subjects, it will also include additional inquiries
such as those dealing with inventories and expenditures for machinery and
structures,;.. Establishments keeping good records should be sampled more
neavily, and it is planned to survey a large part, if not 100 per cent, of
such establishments within the sample EAs, . . .-,■.:.,-.

(7.) 5huss a stratification scheme as follows is planned tentatively:

Ho. of employees Keeps accounts? " ■ Sampling fraction Questionnaire ' *" '
within sleeted EAs , ,

° ~ £ ff0£ Short form
2 ~ ° ; . ^° ■:■■ -■ ■ • ■ large-, perhaps 100^ ■ ■ -■■"' ■' ■
? ~ ^ " ""■ Yes Probably 100^ Long form
10 and over / Assumed yes 100^ ■ , Long form

(8) Most of the establishments in the 10 and over category are listed
m .the register .and :will..be surveyed-by mail-with. +he long form.' ■■ Held' '" : ■
enumerators will be furnished with-a list of such establishments in their
areas and will be instructed not to contact them. In the course of

enumeration,, they will-, encounter establishments-not on: the'list which in f/sct
hayelO or more employees and. these will be enumerated. ■ This - enuinera+i<in' '';
will provide.correc-fcipn-factors-for,the uormal, or postal, 'segment of the"
10-an<£-pver operation. . ..-...., ^ ; . ; ,

(9) ■ 'The long ..form calls for - data ^ covering an entire'-calendar year. In:"
recognition of .the well-known fact,that the .proprietors who do not;maintain :
records can remember data,for only a short period, the short form covers':
the month just prior to the interview. Jt follows that coverage of the short
iorm sample should he .spread throughout the year,, while the long form would
■be used .shortly after the end of the calendar year.

.(10) Jt.seems, certain, that many difficulties,, -some.of which cannot be'1"'"
.foreseen, will be .encountered in implementing a plan such as -the above.' ":
Before the full-scale project is launched, -therefore,-' pilot; studies will be
conducted m a limited number of sample BAs to test the adequacy of the' '"
procedures, to reveal weaknesses in the questionnaires, to verify the
preliminary cost estimates, and in general to try to perfect the system as
much as possible before large sums are invested-
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(ll) If the plan as Outlined ^bover is found to be'feasible, the timing'
of the various elements of .data" collection "in the full-scale project' ' '
.covering .the year 1970 are as follows:--' '

1-31 December 1969

1 February 1970

1 March 1970 '

1 April 1970

■ ■ ' Operation

List establishments in sample EAs? classify them

by size and in accordance .with record-keeping
-practices. ■ . . . ■ . . ■ \ ;~ ■■.

"Begin survey of short form cases in sample;EXs:' :

accounting for approximately l/l2 of.the number
of such establishments^!/ . :

Begin survey of short form cases in second'group
of sample EAs.

Begin survey of short form cases in third group
of sample EAs»

Etc. ...... • - ■ ■ -

1 January 1971

1 January 1971

1 February 1971

Begin survey of short form cases in twelfth group,
of sample EAs. .' '■

Mail long form to establishments listed in register.

Begin enumeration of long form cases in all sample "
EAs • ■ -.-.■.

The fact that-the first stage, the listing and'classification of" '
establishments, is performed only once during the year is, predicated 'on. the
finding, in pilot studies .that the percentage of establishments going1 into. .
and out of business is low, and it is consequently unnecessary to repeat
the listing operation more frequently than.,annually. If, however, it(_Jj&,__,
found that the..birth-rate and mortality of establishments is hi£h, the..Jw
listing and sampling operations could be carried out twice in the '
taking half of the EAs (selected randomly) on 'each occasion. ' '

1/ The sample EAs will be divided into 12 groups in such a way that each
group contains approximately l/l2 of the total number of short form
cases to be surveyed. .Care will be taken to see that the sorting'of EAs

into .groups.does not over- dr under-repr^serit industries with sharp
seasonal variations in activity*


